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I ACTUALLY GOT TO PRESENT AFTER SCHOOL!! 
  Instead of calling my friends like I’ve planned, my 
research teacher was kind enough to let me talk 
about my findings at her extra help, where groups of 
students always gather for their projects -So I got 

quite a cloud😊 

SO(il) GOOD 

The benefits of soil 

Presentation😊 
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ME 😊 

FOR COMPLETE PRESENTATION: 
file:///C:/Users/david/Documents/PGC2017/day17%20soil/youxuan_wei_

day17_greener_2017.pdf 

 

file:///C:/Users/david/Documents/PGC2017/day17%20soil/youxuan_wei_day17_greener_2017.pdf
file:///C:/Users/david/Documents/PGC2017/day17%20soil/youxuan_wei_day17_greener_2017.pdf
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-“These problems(around CO2) wouldn’t have occurred if there wasn’t excessive 

coal burning in the first place, right? So we need to stop that from the 

beginning.” 

-“I thought that Fibershed’s enclosed manufacturing cycle was pretty cool!” 

-“Is there a faster way to turn gaseous CO2 into solid carbon?” 

-WHOA I didn’t know that soil could reverse climate change!!” 

-“Do all plants work equally efficiently at fixating carbon? 

-“I want to know the exact plans of a sustainable -agriculture farm. Like how 

exactly is it planned? What makes it better?” 

-“Soil Not Oil sounds interesting… Maybe I’ll read it for English Extra Credit!” 
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To be very honest, at first I was very scared about standing in front of the class 

and being a teacher. Climate Change is an old topic, and I was worried that my 

presentation wouldn’t spark an interest. However, I was all wrong! Everyone where 

all really intrigued by the new idea that soil can hold CO2, and the conversation at 

the end really sparked a lot of new thoughts that I hadn’t even thought of.  

  Moreover, everyone was super supportive, and gave me all the attention as well 

as being not afraid of putting forward their thoughts on such an unconventional 

topic in school. I had a lot of fun presenting, and it was something new that I tried 

today, just like every other day that this PGC journey brought me on to! 😊 
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